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ABSTRACT

The *Sulfolobus* database (http://www.sulfolobus.org) integrates, for the first time, all currently available *Sulfolobus* chromosome sequences with annotations. It also includes all the sequence data for the extrachromosomal elements which can propagate in *Sulfolobus* organisms. All genomes and annotations deposited in GenBank are included in the database and a genefinder has been run on the sequences to ensure that all potential genes are present, and identifiable, in the database. Every month, all genes are searched against a range of external databases and new results are incorporated. The *Sulfolobus* database was developed as an asset to the rapidly-growing international community working with *Sulfolobus* as a model organism for the kingdom Crenarchaeota of the Archaea. It was accessed more than 46,000 times in its first year. The database aims to provide researchers easy access to sequence and gene information and the web-interface includes various searches, free text and BLAST, as well as genome browsing and data extraction. Updated annotations are incorporated regularly and the database will continue to expand as new information becomes available. This includes new sequences, newly identified genes, annotations and other related information.

INTRODUCTION

Organisms from the *Sulfolobus* genus have been selected by the international research community as model organisms for investigating the biology of the Crenarchaeota, which is one of the two major kingdoms of the Archaea. Organisms belonging to the *Sulfolobus* genus are all aerobic and grow optimally around 80°C and pH 2–4. Much of our current knowledge of archaean and crenarchaeal mechanisms involved in the cell cycle (1), DNA replication (2), DNA repair (3) and RNA processing (4), derive from studies on *Sulfolobus* species.

The database currently contains three fully sequenced *Sulfolobus* chromosomes [*Sulfolobus* acidocaldarius (5), *Sulfolobus solfataricus* (6) and *Sulfolobus tokodaii* (7)] as well as many sequenced extrachromosomal elements, plasmids and viruses, which can propagate in *Sulfolobus*. The plasmids are either cryptic or conjugative, and the viruses have been classified into seven new viral families (8). By including the extrachromosomal elements, genome comparison can be made between the extrachromosomal elements and chromosomes. Sequence comparison between extrachromosomal elements is a very useful approach for understanding how they evolve, and which genes are mandatory for propagation and spreading of these elements. Furthermore, it is useful for identifying and analysing the integration of extrachromosomal elements into genomes.

New *Sulfolobus* sequences provided by the international community will be incorporated into the database as they become available. We are currently finishing two genomes; *Sulfolobus islandicus* and *Acidium brierleyi*. The latter is phylogenetically close to *Sulfolobus* although it is anaerobic. Eight additional *S.islandicus* genomes are being sequenced (9), and these will be included when available. Moreover, several newly isolated viruses are being sequenced in our laboratory, all of which will be integrated into the database.

New genes, corrections and/or new annotations will be added as this information becomes available, or upon request from other researchers. By providing these services we will ensure that all the latest corrections to annotations and functional assignments of proteins previously classified as hypothetical are available in one place, such that researchers do not have to search several databases for this information.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

MUTAGEN (10) was originally developed as an annotation tool for the *S.acidocaldarius* genome, but after the genome was published, the system was further developed into a sequence database and made publicly available. The database is backed by a relational database which can be accessed through a simple, yet comprehensive, web interface. This gives the users the opportunity to perform mining and visualization of the information in the database. The idea with the *Sulfolobus* database is that it should be easy to use, yet powerful enough to perform advanced analyses of the data it contains.

All aspects of the system are free to the public. Moreover, all the data in the database can be extracted, either fully
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or partially, in various formats. The whole system with programs and database can be acquired upon request, providing the possibility for other laboratories to install the system locally with an additional selection of their own sequences.

The main sequence browser shows all genes and features which are annotated in the selected sequence (Figure 1a). Features include repeated regions, and other structurally interesting genomic regions. First the user selects which sequence should be displayed. It is always possible to zoom in and out, or even to select a different region of the sequence to be displayed. The user can then select either a gene, or a feature, by clicking on them. Data associated with the selected gene will be displayed, including the name and position of the gene, and which strand it is encoded on. The annotation originating from the GenBank file is displayed together with results from pre-computed analyses and searches against various databases. The user has the possibility to extract the gene, either as DNA or protein sequence, or extract the gene with the surrounding flanking sequence. Moreover, it is possible to open a new browser which displays the sequence at a DNA level for analysis of upstream and downstream regions or to check that a correct start codon has been assigned. Currently the sequences are analysed against GenBank (11), COG (12), SwissProt (13), pfam (14) and KEGG pathways (15). For the latter, a pathway map can be displayed where all the genes involved in the pathway are highlighted and can be accessed in the database. Potential transmembrane helices and signal peptides are predicted by utilising TMHMM (16) and signalp (17), respectively. When possible the results give access to detailed information by displaying relevant pages provided by the externally public databases (e.g. Swissprot, Genbank, &c) the data originated from. Since comparative analyses of both genes and genomes are dependent on the data being regularly updated, all the pre-computed searches against external databases are updated monthly. This ensures that the newest available data are accessible for the users.

Families of homologous proteins provide an important basis for evaluating conservation and, gain or loss of gene function in a genome, especially when these data can be utilized to visualize the genomic neighbourhood of genes of interest. These data are made accessible by identifying all homologous genes in the database using tribeMCL (18). Thus, orthologous and paralogous protein genes can readily be identified both within a given sequence and also within the rest of the database. They can also be supplemented by showing a graphical alignment of genes surrounding a gene of interest, or if working with the extrachromosomal elements, by graphically aligning the full sequence (Figure 1b). In this way, it is possible to identify and analyse genomic neighbourhoods showing conserved operons and sequence regions. Moreover, this is especially useful when analysing the evolution of plasmids and viruses or the occurrence of chromosomally integrated elements. Thus, it is also possible to make multiple alignments of all, or a selection of the homologous protein genes, or to export the protein sequences for local computations of ones interest.

The web interface provides a set of forms through which the user can easily query the annotation and pre-computed analysis data. Genes of interest can be identified by performing text searches in the imported annotations and/or data obtained from the external database searches, making it possible to identify easily all genes with a specific domain or annotated function. It is also possible to perform BLAST
searches against sequences in the *Sulfolobus* database, searching both DNA sequence and annotated proteins. All new published prokaryotic microbial genomes are added to the database automatically, so the user can compare the *Sulfolobus* sequences with other microorganisms. When querying with protein sequences, the user has the possibility to access the sequence browser along with relevant information, as described above.

**DISCUSSION**

The *Sulfolobus* database is a powerful research tool that has been the cornerstone in our genome analyses. It has enabled us to compare and analyze sequences from newly sequenced genomes, independently of whether the sequences are chromosomes, plasmid or viral. The ability to readily identify homologous genes and to compare the gene orders facilitates the identification of potentially important genes and operons. Furthermore, it is straightforward to make genomic comparisons between any, or all, of the genomes in the database, revealing conserved gene clusters, genetic neighbourhoods etc.

The operating principles of the *Sulfolobus* database are to assist and respond to the users’ needs, and to capitalize on the major and vast efforts of the *Sulfolobus* research community, by providing an important and useful data resource. Most important, the database is interactive and has been established as a central facility where researchers can add, correct and/or update gene annotations, thereby ensuring that it will be the site with the most up-to-date annotations and gene predictions for the rapidly growing *Sulfolobus* community.
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